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President
has an MRI
on shoulder
By NATASHA T. METZLER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President George W. Bush has
had an MRI of his left shoulder
!Dan attempt to understand why
lie has experienced pain recently.
White House
spokesman
Gordon
Johndroe told
reporters that
Bush had the
exam while at
Walter Reed
Army Medical
Center
on
Bush
Monday afternoon to visit wounded soldiers.
White House physician Richard
Tubb performed the MRI and
Johndroe said it is possible the
results will be available later in
the day.
Bush's activities have not
been restricted by the pain. and
Tubb says the problem is probably the result of no more than
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MCCH gearing
up to become
'non-smoking'
1111 Bray says the
hospital has been
working to promote
upcoming change
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital's board of directors
voted toward the end of 2007 to
enact a smoking ban on the
property and the hospital has
been vigorously publicizing the
policy since May. On Jan. I, the
ban will finally take effect.
Melony Bray, MCCH's director of planning and marketing,
said the smoking ban means
that no employee or patient will
be allowed to smoke anywhere

In*
MUFtRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

NOSPITAL

on hospital property. She said
more than 40 hospitals in the
state have already adopted similar policies and that the
Kentucky Hospital Association
has been helping to initiate
movement across the state on
the issue.
Bray said the hospital issued
its first press release on the new
policy in May. Since that time,
they have constantly handed
out cards that read, "Because
We Care," which explain the

IN See Page 2A

Rick Warren's biggest
critics: other evangelicals

HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger & Times

Brenda Rowland (above) browses
through Penique's in downtown
Murray Monday for a few last-minute
Christmas gifts while employee Kelley
Cowan wraps a gift at Vintage Rose
on 12th Rtrepr. ie.a R.:attar-whoa,
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce's assistant executive
director, salrt tor.:31 basin/asses halm
been doing pretty well in the last few
weeks, saying,'For the most part,
they've had a healthy shopping season and I think they're pretty pleased
with it, especially with all the gloom
and doom (of economic news)." She
said that in the last week alone, the
Chamber had sold $10.000 in
Chamber Checks, the gift cards that
can be used at local Chamber member businesses.

By RACHEL ZOLL
AP Religion Writer
Rick Warren is in a place he
never expected to be: at the center of a culture war.
The pastor chosen by
Prestdent-elect Barack Obama
to give the inaugural invocation
backed Proposition 8. which
banned gay marriage in his
home state of California. But he
did so belatedly, with none of

the enthusiasm he brings to
fighting AIDS and illiteracy.
When other conservative
Christians held stadium rallies
and raised tens of millions of
dollars for the ballot effort, there
was no sign of Warren. Neither
he nor his wife. Kay, donated
any of their considerable fortune
to the campaign, according to
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Tuesday...Cloudy. A
chance of freezing rain or
sleet in the moming...Then
rain likely in the afternoon.
No sleet accumulation.
Highs in the lower 40s.
Southeast winds 10 to 15
mph. Chance of precipitation 60 percent.
Tuesday night—Breezy.
Showers and a chance of
thunderstorms. Lows in the
lower 40s. South winds 15
to 25 mph. Chance of precipitation 90 percent.
Wednesday...Breezy...CI
oudy. Showers and a
chance of thunderstorms in
the morning...Then a
chance of showers in the
afternoon.
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Ice, sleet cause morning driving woes
From Staff, AP Reports
State officials said freezing
rain and sleet moved into western Kentucky this morning and
created a thin layer of ice on
area roads.
Kentucky State Police dispatcher John Reynolds said
there were 20 to 30 weatherrelated wrecks Tuesday morning. but none were serious.

Reynolds said most were cars
sliding off the road.
County emergency responders
answered numerous calls for
assistance this morning.
Non-injury accidents were
repotted beginning at approximately 7 a.m. with some roads
being temporarily blocked.
Motorists heading into the city

to begin their work days were
slowed by the weather conditions.
U.S. 641 South was reported
as being extremely sick, halting
traffic and backing up as many
as 20-30 vehicles at one time.
An accident was also reported
in the vicinity of Cherry Corner

IR See Page 2A

AP Photo/Richard Vogel, Pee

In this Aug. 16, 2008 file photo, then Democratic presidential
candidate, Sen. Barack Obama,
left, joins Pastor Rick
Warren of Saddleback Church, for a discussion on moral
issues. Aretha Franklin will sing, Warren will pray and more
than 11,000 U.S. troops will be watching over the ceremonies
in case of a terrorist attack dunng President-elect Barack
Obama's Inauguration.

Casey says Need Line donations are keeping up
and the ‘Grinch' hasn't visited her agency, yet
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
,•onomic conditions that are sgueezwg families across the country are
not leaving Murray-Calloway
County unscathed, but generous donations
to Murray Need Line for those most affected are keeping up with an increasing
demand for help.
However Need Line Director Tonia
Casey said Monday that the agency does
have some needs, but that volunteers and
the public have been very generous in providing aid.
"It's been wonderful. The 'Grinch' has

not come to Need Line yet," Casey said.
"We have a community that surrounds
Need Line and protects it from the
Grinch."
However there has been an increase in
the number of people seeking help from
the charity and Casey expects economic
pressure on local residents to increase the
early part of 2009.
"I've seen some growth (in demand for
help) this year and I anticipate the growth
in 2009 to be even more," she said."What
we are seeing is that a lot of hours have
been cut back. People that were working

40 hours are now working 20 hours."
The much lower cost of gas is helping;
however the cost of groceries, high heating
and energy bills and other factors are putting a lot of financial pressure on families
and they are seeking help.
"The cost of groceries has gone up so
much that for people making minimum
wage it's really a struggle," Casey said. "A
lot of them are coming in needing help
with food."
Christmas food baskets have been distributed with the help of volunteers from

•See Page 2A
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THR E LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!
Care available throughout school
break. Call us for information
about drop-in stays!
WEE CARE
1095.. 130s 9.• 733-3227
WEE CARE TOO
701 S. 46 SE • 762-0202
emseceresimurrerfry.oes

WEE CARE III
Cottlwater Rd • 759-5425

Gore your chrld a
map for success!
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health and wellness and occupational health, said that one
rationale behind the ban. option employees have had is to
Patients' family members that
participate in the Coopersmoke have been provided with
Clayton smoking cessation pro"care kits" with a piece of gum
She said it is a researchand mints so they have some- gram.
13-week program involc
based
thing to do when they can't
replacement prodnicotine
ing
so
after
that
smoke. Bray said
much time talking about the ucts like nicotine gum. patches
impending policy, employees or prescription medication.
are getting used to the idea of Miller said that she and most
the tobacco-free atmosphere.
health professionals do not rec"We wanted to give employ- ommend quitting cold turkey
ees and patients plenty of time because of the side effects it can
to prepare," she said.
cause, especially among heavy
Several years ago, the hospital
smokers.
banned all indoor smoking.
"Some common side effectSince that time, employees,
be getting the shakes.
can
familiy
patients'
and
patients
members had been allowed to becoming anxious, having a loss
smoke outside on several ter- of appetite or headaches,"
races. Bray said that the only Miller said.
time employees can leave the
Miller said that nicotine
hospital grounds is during their replacement products were a
lunch breaks, which means the good idea for anyone trying to
ones that smoke will inevitably quit smoking, no matter what
have to either quit or cut back.
the seventy of his or her habit is.
In an effort to ease the pain.
The dosage would be deterthe hospital has offered multiple
mined by the habit, since some
options to quit if they choose,
might two packs a day
smoke
although Bray said the hospital
smoke less than 10
others
while
anyone
force
to
was not trying
to quit. Keena Miller. director of cigarettes a day, she said.

From Front

From Front
public records and the Warren.
spokesman.
In fact, his endorsement
seemed calculated for minimal
impact. h was announced late
on a Friday, just 10 days before
Election Day, on a Web site
geared for members of his
Community
Saddleback
Church, not the general public.
For gay rights advocates, that
strategy was nothing more than
an attempt to mask Warren's
prejudice. They were outraged
that Mama decided last week
to give a place of honor to a
pastor they consider a general
for the Christian right.
Lost in the uproar was the
irony of Warren's plight. Ever
since he began his climb to
prominence in the 1980s. he has
battled complaints from fellow
evangelicals that he isn't nearly
conservative enough.
"The comments from many of
the evangelicals further to the
right of him are often critical for
his lax stance on their passionate issues," said Scott Thurruna,
a professor at Connecticut's
who
Seminary
Hartford
researches megachurches and
writes about the challenges for
gay and lesbian Christians.
On paper, Warren might look
like any other religious traditionalist. He is the son of a
Southern Baptist pastor, graduate of a Southern Baptist seminary, and his megachurch in
Orange County is part of the
conservative denomination.
But Warren holds a different
worldview than his roots suggest.
He has spoken out against the
use of torture to combat terrorism. He has joined the fight
against global warming and,
encouraged by his wife, has put
his prestige and money behind
helping people with AIDS. The
Warrens have done so at a time
when a notable number of conservative Christians still consider the virus a punishment from
:God.
"If you want to save a life. I
don't care what your backround is and I don't care what
'our political party is," Warren
laid in a recent interview with
:The Associated Press. "I think
?Some of these humanitarian
:issues transcend politics, or ethnic or religious beliefs."
While many religious conser"atives openly condemn Islam
• is inherently evil, Warren

TOM BERRY/tenger & Times
Murray Need Line Director Tonia Casey. second from nght, is joined by charity volunteers in
distributing food, household goods and other items to struggling Murray families Monday. The
volunteers include, left to right, Pam Rice, Vicki Prescott, Tara Callison and Sam
Schneiderman.

•Assistance ...
the Calloway County Rescue
Squad and others and the distribution has helped temporarily.
but with the weather turning in
deep winter during January and
February conditions could
worsen.
Casey said rescue squad
members were called to help
control traffic through the area
late last week as Christmas basket were issued to families
needing them.
"The line was just so large.
Most especially the first hour."

Casey said. "It will probably
start getting bad early next year
when the bills start coming in the gas bills and the really high
bills. That's my biggest concern."
Thanksgiving and Christmas
period giving kept up with
demand, but Casey is asking
that those have been or are
planning on giving to Need
Line continue to do so. This
week the agency is asking for
help in the donation of items
such as spaghetti sauce,
spaghetti, salmon, canned tuna,
canned pinto, northern, kidney

reaches out to the American
Muslim community. This past
Saturday, he gave the keynote
address at the convention of the
Muslim Public Affairs Council,
based in Los Angeles.
"His social consciousness is
somewhat left of center, but his
theological, ethical stance is
right of center," said the Rev.
William Leonard, a critic of the
Southern Baptist Convention
and dean of Wake Forest
Divinity School in North
Carolina. -That's the thing that
makes him potentially a bridge
person."
Warren's outlook has come at
a price. Many from the Christian
right don't trust him.
A registered independent who
does not endorse candidates, he
has called old guard evangelical

activists too partisan and overly
focused on gay marriage and
abortion.
In the run-up to the
Saddleback forum he led last
August with Obama and
Republican Sen. John McCain,
those giving Warren the most
grief were conservatives. They
were convinced he wouldn't be
tough enough on Obama.
(Obama wound up stumbling in
his appeal to religious voters
while answering Warren's question about when a baby gets
human rights. Obama said it was
"above his pay grade" to
respond "with specificity.")
"For probably the last 25
years, evangelicalism became
co-opted. and for most people it
became a political term,"
Warren said. "And it got identi-

From Front

III Accidents
From Front
Road when a vehicle was
reported to have overturned.
Another accident with a possible injury was reported on New
Concord Road shortly after 8

•• 8

hour later, another accident was
reported near the intersection of
Kentucky 121 North and Potts
Road.

The National Weather Service
in Paducah issued a freezing
Murray Police Department rain advisory Tuesday morning.
spokeswoman Sgt. Tracy Guge The weather service said freezfled with a certain style of polit- said at 8 a.m. that there had been ing rain is moving north and
no accidents with injuries and east and may cause problems
ical leanings."
The attacks on Warren stretch that most of the problems with ice until the temperature
to how he presents the Gospel seemed to be in the county. She moves above freezing in the
— watered-down and soft, said, though, that drivers should early afternoon.
according to his theologically be extremely cautious because
Highways
Kentucky
slick spots were scattered
traditional critics.
Department spokesman Keith
Warren's phenomenal best- throughout town.
Todd said Graves. Hickman and
At that time, Guge said she
seller, "The Purpose Driven
Fulton counties were among the
Life." which has sold more than knew of two accidents on U.S.
hardest hit. Todd says crews are
on
three
and
South
641
worldwide,
copies
30 million
roads in those areas.
treating
an
partly reflects the self-help ethos Kentucky Highway 121. Half
he
although
boomers,
of baby
insists it isn't an advice book
and he defends its religious content.
Still, the tone of his writing is
deliberate. Warren, 54, is among
a generation of pastor-CEOs
who use marketing studies,
polling and census data to create
congregations that will attract
people who never go to church.
says the worker was wearing a
NASHVILLE. Tenn.(AP)
A federal agency has proposed a harness and lanyard but wasn't
$70,000 fine for American secured to an anchorage point.
The agency's Occupational
Bridge in connection with the
From Front
Health
and
death of a worker at a bridge Safety
Tennessee
American
the
cited
over
built
being
Administration
wear and tear.
River in western Kentucky.
Bridge for six safety violations
The president was seeing solThe U.S. Labor Department and proposed a total of $90,000
diers recovering at Walter Reed said Monday that the employee in fines.
from severe injuries suffered in fell about 70 feet from a girder
A telephone message left
and at the site of the U.S. 62/641 Monday night seeking comIraq
wars in
the
bridge being built near Grand ment from officials at American
Afghanistan.
in
headquarters
Rivers. The Labor Department Bridge's
Pittsburgh was not immediately
returned.

OSHA proposes
$70,000 fine in
Ky. bridge death

•President...

McMurray Ledger & Times will
CLOSE AT 11:30 A.M.ON
. WEDNESDAY,DEC.24TH
for Christmas and be closed
all day Thurs., Dec.25th.
Please be safe & have a very
Merry Christmas!
WE WILL RE-OPEN FRI.. DEC. 26TH
AT 7:30 A.M.

or chili beans; beef stew, toaster
pastries. fruit juice boxes,
instant potatoes, macaroni and
cheese, corn and soup and other
food stuff.
Also needed is household
items such as dish liquid, toilet
paper, tooth paste and other
personal hygiene items, cleaning supplies, large brown paper
bags. The items may be taken
to the Need Line at 638 South
Fourth Street between the hours
of 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday. For more
information, call 753-6333.

Dec. 23
2 shopping
days 'til Christmas

1/Vid Y-3e,siltL&cde 5 ear

ii6kLy Yea4on
In the course ofdoing business this past year. wefeel blessed to
have made many new acquaintances, while enjoying the
opportunity to serve many of you whom we know so well.
For this privilege we are grateful, and wish you all a very Merry
Christmas filled with glad tidingsfrom beginning to end,

Mama chooses
Lincoln's Bibie
for inauguration
WASHINGTON (AP)
President-elect Barack Obama
will use the same Bible at his
inauguration that Abraham
Lincoln used for his swearing
in.
Obama will be the first president since Lincoln to use that
Bible, part of the collection of
the Library of Congress.
The head of the presidential
inaugural committee, Emmett
Belivcau (BELL-liv-oh), said
Tuesday that Obama is "deeply
honored" that the Library of
Congress made the Lincoln
Bible available to him.
For
Best
Results
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Obituaries
Mrs. Desiree Loraine Perkins Henson

Mrs. Virginia L. Brandon

A memorial service tor Mts. Desitet EAFfailiC Perkins Ilciisui
will be Sunday at 3 p.m. at Poplar Spring Baptist Church where she
was a member_ Bro. Dean Cook will officiate. J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of arrangements
Mrs. Henson, 23. Redwood Drive. Murray, died Saturday. Dec.
20. 2008, at 8:50 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She
death
was born June 22. 1985 in McKenzie. Tenn. Preceding her in
were her paternal grandparents, Herman and Loraine Perkins.
Survivors include her husband. Daniel Henson, Dukedom,Tenn.;
her mother, Robin Fields Perkins. Murray; her father, Jerry Perkins.
Sedalia; two daughters. Abby Henson and Kaylin C'apps, both of
Hazel; one sister, Natalie Warren. Paducah; four brothers. Justin and
Michael Perkins, and T.J. Adams. all of Murray. and Jason Oakem,
Grand Junction, Colo.: maternal grandparents, Dorothy Fields
Norris, Murray, and Jason Fields, Huntsvile, Ala.; extended family.
Zach Capps. Hazel. Kevin and Teresa Capps and Elisha and Delpha
Taylor, all of Puryear, Tenn., Sam Mathis, Murray, and Shelby
Capps, Puryear.

Virginia L. Brandon, 85, Airport Road, Murray. died
Monday. Dec. 22. 2008. at 6:20 p.m. at her home.
A member of Glendale Road Church of Christ. she had retired
from Food Service of Murray City Schools. Preceding her in death
were her husband, James W. Brandon. died Jan. I. 1998. one daughter. Anita Carolyn Crouse, died May 2002; one sister, Juanita
Cohoon: and two brothers. James Futrell and William Hunter
Futrell. Born Jan. 7, 1923. in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Joe W. Futrell and Suella Evans Futrell.
Survivors include one daughter, Margaret Gibson and husband,
James, son-in-law, Elvin Crouse, and sister, Wilma Sims and husband. Joe, all of Murray; five grandchildren, Kelly Crouse and wife,
Laura, Tammi Blakx:k and husband. Robert. and Eric Gibson and
wife, Thenia, all of Murray, Trent Gibson and wife, Ashley.
Eddyville, and Jayme Gibson. Nashville, Tenn.; 10 great-grandchildren, Carrie and Emily Crouse, Grayson, Tyce. Abby, Neely and
Katie Gibson. Conner and Sammy Blalock, and Heather Blalock
McConnell; one great-great-grandchild, Cora McConnell; several
nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Friday at II a.m, in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Burial will follow
in the Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be at the funeral
home from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Tuesday). Expressions of sympathy
may be made to Hospice, Murray-Calloway County Hospital, 803
Poplar St.. Murray. KY 42071 or Romania Orphanage Fund,
Glendale Road Church of Christ. 1101 Glendale Rd., Murray, KY
42071.
Mrs.

Wesley M. Wyatt
Wesley M. Wyatt, 58. Cadiz, died

Sunday. Dec. 21, 2008, at
12:09 a.m. at South Georgia Medical Center. Valdosta. Ga., after a
short illness. Born Sept. IS. 1950, in Calloway County. he was the
son of the late Loyd Helton Wyatt and Susie Hargrove Wyatt. He
was retired from Fisher Price, Murray, and of Baptist faith.
Survivors include his wife, Catherine Wyatt; three daughters.
Leslie Wyatt, Murray. Stacy Wyatt, Grand Rivers, and Erica York.
Memphis, Tenn.: one stepson, Brandon Foot, South Fulton, Tenn.;
one stepdaughter. Melissa Moffit, Martin, Tenn.; three brothers.
Loyd Wyatt. Cerulean, and Billy and Johnny Wyatt, both of Cadii
two sisters, Sadie Cole and Debbie Boyd, both of Cadiz; four grandchildren. The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz. Rev. Terry Mitcheson will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Barnett Cemetery in Calloway County.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Tuesdayi.

Elmo Underwood
Him, Underwood. 89. South Fulton. Tenn.. died Saturday. Dec.
20. 2008, at 1:50 p.m. at Parkway Regional Hospital.
An Arrny veteran of World War II, he was a 45-year member of
the VFW Post #3838 in Cape Girardeau, Mo., where he had lived for
some 20 years before returning to the South Fulton area in 1973. A
retired salesman, he was a member and former elder
. of Cumberland Presbyterian Church. South Fulton.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Ruth Bebb
Underwood, one daughter, Sandra Slezinski. one
brother and two sisters. Born Oct. 17. 1919, in
(,raves County, Ky., he was the son of the late George Arthur
Underwood and Ida May Willie Underwood Neely.
Survivors include one daughter, Rita Mitchell and husband,
William. Fulton; two stepsons, Bill Hobson,Phoenix, Ariz., and Ray
Ham, Atkins. Texas; three grandchildren, Ben Mitchell, Murray.
Ky., Morgan Mitchell, Knoxville, Tenn.. and Steve Slezinski, Fort
Gratiot, Mich.; seven stepgrandchildren; three great-grandchildren;
two stepgreat-grandchildren; one niece: four nephews; one sister,
Jackie Armbruster, Fulgham.
The funeral will be today (TueFday) at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Hombeak Funeral Home,Fulton, Ky. Burial will follow in the Clark
Cemetery. Expressions of sympathy may be made to Cumberland
Presbyterian Church. 11159 Parker Rd.. South Fulton, TN 38257.

Mrs. Virginia Burkeen

The funeral for Mrs. Virginia M. Burkeen will be Wednesday at
II a.m, in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.
Rev. Kendrick Lewis will officiate. Pallbearers will be Ronnie, Josh,
Jordan and Aaron Burkeen, Jim Kelly and Mark Russell, active;
members of Temple Hill United Methodist Chinch Adult Sunday
School class, honorary. Burial will follow in the Temple Hill
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Tuesday). Online condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Mrs. Burkeen, 86, Murray, died Monday. Dec. 22, 2008, at 5:54
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was married Aug. 29, 1942, to Aaron Burkeen, who died
Dec. 30, 1983. Born April 25. 1922, in Calloway County, she was
the daughter of the late Hoyt and Vida Marshall Cleaver. Her stepmother, Dommie Cleaver, also preceded her in death. She was a
member of Temple Hill United Methodist Church.
Survivors include one daughter, Patricia Burkeen and husband.
Jimmy, and one son, Jerry Burkeen and wife. Rita, all of Murray;
three sisters, Datha McClallon, Kirksey, Vivian Humphreys.
Nashville, Tenn., and Peggy Doores, Paducah; one brother, Hoyt
Cleaver Jr. and wife. Kathryn. Almo; four grandchildren, Ronnie
Burkeen and wife. Lisa, LaVonda Russell, and Aaron and Cameron
Burkeen: five great-grandchildren: one great-great-grandchild.
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Oil around $40 on fears
of weaker crude demand
VIENNA, Austria (API Oil prices traded around $40 a
barrel this morning after dropping sharply overnight on concerns that energy demand is
evaporating in the face of a
severe global economic slowdown.
Prices have fallen 73 percent
since July on investor fears that
massive job layoffs and plummeting consumer spending in
the U.S. are weakening global
oil consumption.
After being just under $441
for much of the day, light sweet
crude for February delivery was
52 cents higher at $4C.43 a barrel in electronic trading on the
New York Mercantile Exchange
by afternoon in Europe.
"Fears of demand are dragging the price lower," said Toby
Hassall, an analyst at investment
firm Commodity Warrants
Australia in Sydney. "You don't
want to get in the way of a runaway train."
Overnight, the February contract fell $2.45 to settle at
$39.91 a barrel after Toyota
Motor Corp. and drugstore operator Walgreen Co. reported dismal news.
Walgreen's said profit fell 10
percent in its fiscal first quarter,
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while Toyota slashed its earnings forecast for a second time,
warning that it now expects to
post an operating loss for the fiscal year through March for the
first time in 70 years.
The Dow Jones industrial
average fell 0.7 percent
Monday. the index's fourth
straight day of losses.

Lew) are lose,..rstiniiiiJller

GDP declines in the first mad
second quarter of next year
before the economy starts growing again next summer. If the
recession ends in June 2009. AS
many economists are forecasting, it would have lasted tx
months, making it the longest
recession in the post-World War
II penod.
The 0.5 percent drop in GDP
in the third quarter followed a
2.8 percent increase in the
spring, a period that was boosted
by the distribution of millions ot
economic stimulus payments. '
Barack
President-elect
()barna favors a massive secontl
stimulus measure of aroual
$850 billion. which Obama Is
pushing Congress to pass early
next year to limit the seventy of
the downturn.
For the government's last
look at third quarter GDP, theeg
were only minor revision?.
Spending by consumers plungetl
at an annual rate of 3.8 percent.
slightly larger than the 3.7 percent fall reported a month ago. It
was the biggest decline in consumer spending, which isccouNs
for two-thirds of economic
activity, in nearly three decades.
since an 8.6 percent drop in die
second quarter of 198(3.
constructiok
Residential
where the current economic
troubles began, fell at an annual
rate of 16 percent in the third
quarter, while non-residential
construction, which had been
buffering the construction
industry, faltered as well, dropping by 1.7 percent.

Tina Fey voted AP
Entertainer of the Year
NEW YORK (AP)- Tina ture and entertainment in 2008.
The 38-year-old comedian
Fey is the entertainer of the
Robert
year? You betcha.
runner-up
bested
Fey was voted The Associated Downey Jr., whose comeback ,
Press Entertainer of the Year. was capped with the block- •
an annual honor chosen by
buster smash "Iron Man," and '
newspaper editors and broadthe third-plaele vote-getter.
cast producers across the counLedger. who posthutry. Fey was selected by AP Heath
audiences as the
wowed
mously
members as the performer who
had the greatest impact on cul- Joker in -The Dark Knight."

pm

Invi•st nicnt s Since 1854.

Coallait,e.

Longest recession in 25
years gaining in intensity'

WASHING ION(AP) [he
economy was shrinking in the
summer and corporate profits
were falling even before the
financial crisis struck with full
force. Analysts are forecasting
that those small declines will be
followed by much larger
decreases this quarter as the
longest recession in a quarter
century gains intensity.
The Commerce Department
reported Tuesday that the gross
domestic prodact. the broadest
measure of economic health.
declined at an annual rate of 0.5
percent in the July-September
quarter, while corporate profits
Mrs. Lorene Timmons
fell 1.2 percent.
The funeral for Mrs. Lorene Timmons was Monday at 2 p.m in
The tall in GDP was
the chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home. Benton. Bro. unchanged from an estimate
t'ounty
Marshall
the
in
was
Burial
officiated.
Ricky Cunningham
made a month ago. The decline
Memory Gardens.
corporate profits was slightly
in
11:50
at
2008,
Mrs. Timmons, 81. Hardin. died Friday. Dec. 19,
than the 0.9 percent fall
larger
a.m. at her home. Preceding her in death were her husband. Kenneth estimated a month ago
daughters,
three
Timmons;
Thomas
and
James
sons,
two
Timmons;
Analysts believe that GDP.
Betty Stubblefield, Eva Penn and Mickey Timmons; her parents, the economy's total output of
Alfred
brothers,
three
John Downing and Ocie Baker Downing;
goods and services, is falling at
Downing, and Riley and Lonnie Farley; two sisters, Alma Bohannon an even sharper pace in the curand Henrietta John. Survivors include two sons. Ronnie Timmons rent quarter, reflecting the falland wife, Abut, Almo, and Paul Timmons and wife, Rhonda. out from the worst financial criKirksey; three daughters, Evelyn Darnell and husband, Tom. sis to hit the country since the
Benton, and Linda Thompson and husband. Alvin, and Joyce Great Depression.
Fuqua, all of Hardin; son-in-law, Ronnie Stubblefield, Karnak. III.;
Some believe the GDP
daughter-in-law, Cheryl Timmons. Benton: one brother. Virgil plunge could be as large as 6
13
ldren;
great-grandchi
68
;
Downing. Oregon, 41 grandchildren
percent in the current Octobergreat-great-grandchildren: several nieces and nephews.
December quarter. which would
make it the largest decline since
Rogers
Mrs. Michelle Ann
a 6.4 percent drop in the first
2
at
Sunday
was
A graveside service for Michelle Ann Rogers
quarter of 1982.
p.m. at the McCracken County Cemetery. Anthony Schaeffer officiMany economists think this
ated. Milner & OR Funeral Home of Paducah was in charge of quarter could mark the low point
arrangements.
of the recession. which is
Mrs. Rogers, 38. Paducah. died Wednesday, Dec. 17, 2008 at already the longest in a quarter
Danny
father,
7:45 p.m. at her home. Preceding her in death was her
century, having started in
Rogers. She was of Baptist faith. Survivors include her mother, December 2007.
Elizabeth Wyatt Stow, Paducah; two daughters. Sasha Elizabeth
Sherril, Paducah, and Christian Marie Stterril. Dallas, Texas: one
sister, Jeanette Kathryn Hill, Murray; two brothers, Daniel Dwain
Rogers, Nashville. Tenn., and James Phillip Rogers, Paducah; one
grandson, Trevionne Malik Shannon Sherril. Paducah.
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Best Wishes for a
Happy Holiday and a
Prosperous New Year.
Investment Insight.for Every Generation Since 1854-
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Financial Consultants(UR)
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Oaks Country Club will
host New Year's Eve event

Alcoholics
Anonymous
lists meetings
Murray Alcoholics Anon)mous holds meetings at 615
South 12th St.. in the Southside Shopping Center behind
Regions Branch Bank.
The regular schedule is as
follows: Sunday.4 p.m., closed,
no smoking. I2x 12 study. 13
p.m., open meeting, smoking;
Monday. 6 p.m. closed, smoking, lilies meeting, 8 p.m. open.
smoking: Tuesday. 8 p.m.
closed, no smoking: Wednesday. 11 a.m. closed, no smoking,6 p.m., closed, ladies meeting, smoking, 8 p.m., open.
smoking: Thursday, 8 p.m.
closed, smoking, big book
meeting; Friday. 122 noon. no
smoking, lunchtime meeting. 8
p.m. open, smoking. new corners; Saturday. 10 a.m., open.
non-smoking,8 p.m. open. nonsmoking. speaker meeting.
Closed meetings are for people who think they have a
problem with alcohol and want
to give it up. Open meetings
are for anyone who wants to
attend an S. meeting.

lo's
Datebook

4.
Photo provided
"pawsitives"
earn
who
students
ry
Elementa
Murray
PAWSITIVES AWARDED: Each week
from each class meet with the
throughout the week receive special rewards. Students selected
selected for Dec.
principal, Janet Caldwell, for r fun activity every Friday afternoon. Students
Gierhart, Kevin Xu, Daniel
12 were: P1- Angelic Toliver, Miah Wilkins, Avery Greer, Angela
Jeromey White, and Addison
Klukan; P2-Seth Snipes, Thomas Waldrop. Hannah Moore,
Guynn and Asia Blanton; P4Miller; P3- Michael Bedwell, Ian Jell, Truman Matheny, Kierstan
n and Sophie Bozik.
Thompso
Avery
Turner.
Olivia
Murray.
Tatyiana Jackson, Savana

Kayla Cunningham. a senior at Calloway County High
School. was selected as the

At the holiday season,our thcm_zhts
t-um gratefully to those who have mad:

our success possible.
It is in this spirit that we say

•

Oaks Country Club wUl host a Ness
Year's Eve Party on Wednesday, Dec. 31,
from 8 p.m. to I a.m. at the club house.
Members and non members , all must be
21, are welcome to help bring in the New
Year. Appetizers and set-ups will be provided. A DJ. will be present.
Persons may prepay at the pro-shop at
$20 per couple and $10 per person. Tickets at the door will be $25 per couple and
$15 per person. For more information call
the pro-shop at 753-6454.

By Jo Burkeen
Community
Goshen plans service
Editor
The choir of Goshen United Methodist
a cantata. "The Christmas Light," on
present
will
Church
The
Wednesday at 8 p.m. Communion will also be served.
121 North
public is invited. The church is located a 4726 Ky.
in the Stella community.

Shepherds' Meal Wednesday"Shepherds' Meal"
Murray First Baptist Church will have a
hall. The
on Wednesday at 4:30 p.m. in the church fellowship
4:30
meal is free, but call the church office. 753-1854. before
servp.m. today (Tuesday) to make a reservation. A worship
ice will follow in the church sanctuary.

Post offices to close at noonand New Concord
Almo, Dexter, Hazel. Ktrksey
Cunningham selected as Rotary Student of the Month PostMurray.
offices will close at noon on Wednesday, Christmas eve.
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THANK YOU& 8EST NISH(
for a wonderful Christmas and the
happiest New Year ever!

•
-11111••
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PlitectRobbit
209 N 12th St • Murray. KY • 270-753-7534
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Wishing Our

December Student of the Month
for the Rotary Club. She has
a 3.9 grade point average and
is on track to be a salutatorian for the 2(X)9 graduating class.
Cunningham is a member
of Future Business leaders of
America. Future Farmers of
America. Beta. and Fellowship
of Christian Athletes. She is a
member of the 2008-2(1)9 yearbook staff and has been on
the honor roll all through high
school.
The Calloway senior participates in basketball and softball at Calloway, receiving most
athletic of her senior class. She
has been a six-year member
of the girls varsity basketball
team. starting four of the six
years. She was named by the
Courier-Journal as the number
10 basketball senior in the state
of Kentucky and is currently
time leading •
the second
scorer in the. histnry of Calloway County Women's basketball. She. has. been mimed
to the All Purchase basketball
team the last two years.
In 2007 she was awarded
the First Region Tournaments
Most valuable player. Recently, she signed a letter of intent

Regular mail delivery for Wednesday will be unaffected by the
change.

Poplar Spring plans service

A Christmas Eve service will be at Poplar Spring Baptist
Church on Wednesday at 9 p.m. Special guests will be Tom
and Beata Baker who will lead the service. The public is invited.

event
South Pleasant Grove plans Church
will

offer
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
candlelight and Christmas music in the sanctuary from 7 to 9
p.m. with a come as you are service where you can sit in
silence and meditate. Holy communion will be served.

First Presbyterian plans event

First Presbyterian Church will have a Christmas Eve candlelight communion service on Wednesday at 7 p.m. at the
church.

Kayla Cunningham
to play basketball for the Murray State Lady Racers, on a
full scholarship.
Cunningham is the daughter of Sammy and Debbie Cunningham. and the 'granddaughter of David and Glenda Roos.
She is an active member of
Grace Baptist Church. She will
be attending Murray State in
the fall and possibly major in
accounting.

B6ei-Air Center • 270-75J-2310

Murray Singles plan dance

Murray Singles Organization will sponsor a New Year's Eve
Dance on Wednesday. Dec. 31, from 7:30 p.m. to 12:30 p.m.
at the Joe Creason building, Benton. Dancing will be from 8
p.m. until 12:30 a.m. with DJ Brad Huntley providing the
music. The cost will be $7 per person. Each one is asked to
bring a snack to share. The Murray Singles will provide coffee and soft drinks. For more information contact Mary Beth
at 436-5116. Pat at 489-2909 or Mike at 873-9723.
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church.
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

TOPS Group will meet

TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet today (Tuesday) at 5
at First Christian Church fellowship hall. Ill North Fifth St.
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30 p.m. For information call
Johna at 227-9521.

ta:2

Locally Owned & Operated
By Dwight Hord-yie

Calloway County Public Library will be closed Christmas
eve and Christmas day.

Narcotics Anonymous will meetat 6 p.m. and

UMW I ICI

Neighbors
a Very Happy
Holiday Season!
SEARS'

Public Library lists closings

Murray Singles will meet

Murray Singles (SOS) will meet today (Tuesday) at 7 in
the annex of the Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at 489-2909 or Mary Beth at 436-5116.

Al-Anon meeting tonight

Al-Anon will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30 at First United Methodist Church. Enter from the southside rear door located near the playground. The only requirement is that there be
a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.
Photo provided
ative
SPECIAL VISITOR: Santa, Chris Burns, a represent
Spring
visited
recently
cations
Communi
Wave
New
from
to
Creek Health Care. Christmas cheer and joy were spread
staff.
and
residents

Bingo planned tonight

Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo starting tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30 at the KC hall on Squire Road, Murray. The pub-.
lic is invited.

Health Express lists stops

Happy Holidays!
The Calloway County Alliance
for
Substance Abuse Prevention
wishes you a safe, sober,
spiritfilled holiday season.

SUBSCRIBE

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer blood pressure checks, pulse. vision and glaucoma screenings today(Tuesday)from 12:30 to 3 p.m. at First United Methodist
Church, Murray.

Warmest wishes for a
very Merry Christmas
and a wonderful
New Year!
a40-Ylik

Floriist
114 South 5th Street. Murray • 753-4156

Ws at Its
.beart.
Add nothlair.

Sober
Spirit
www.ceasap.com

Calloway County Alliance
for Substance Abuse Prevention

762-7332
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Murray man visits
child in Guatemala
sponsored by Knights

BiriS.2rinouncemenis
Berkley
Teague
Rayburn

Darryl Rezac of Murray vi-.
ited "Joshua" and his farmly
while attending a three-week
"total immersion" Spanish
course in Antigua. Guatemala.
The Fr. Saffcr Council of
the Knights of Columbus sponsored Joshua recently through
the CFCA organization.
Rezac said "Joshua and his
family were very appreciative
of the sponsoiship which

Allen and Becky Rayburn
of Franklin. Tenn.. are the patents of a daughter, Berkley
Teague Rayburn. born on Tuesday. Nov. 25. 2008.
She weigheJ 6 pounds and
measured 19 1/2 inches. A sister is Allie.
Grandparents are Bill and
Jan Rayburn of Murray. Ky.,
and Allison and Wayland
Arnold of Franklin, Tenn.
A great-grandmother is Margaret (Mug) Waldrop of Mur-

Tuesday. December 23, 2008 • 5

includes the opportunity to go
to school, routine medical and
dental benefits, food and clothing, and much more. It gives
the family the opportunity to
live a dignified life, become
self-sustaining and break the
cycle of poverty."
More details can be found
at www.cfcausa.org or by calling advocates Darryl and Joyce
Rezac at 270-436-2022.

Darryl Rezac is pictured with Joshua

Berkley T. Rayburn

ray.

April Dawn Wyatt is the mother of
Rose Wyatt, born on Tuesday. Dec. 16, 2008, at 12:45 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 5 pounds 8 ounces and measured 18
inches.
Grandparents are Belinda and Jerry Wilson of Murray and
Randy Wyatt and Shirley Evitts of Hazel.
Great-grandparents are Berlene Brooks of Benton. Jerry and
Bonnie Wilson of Ohio, the late Freeman Wyatt and the late
Noble Reed Jr.

50

AFTER. CHRJSTMAS

o Coff

SALE!

All Christmas Items

re4ret

A
s‘d

Home Pecor • Mexican Pottery & Iron • Jewelry • flridat Registry

n
Aedan McLaine O'Haga
the parents

OPEN 8-.0o A.M. ON THE 26TH

Mr. and Mrs. Patrick O'Hagan of Murray are
11 400 Main 5t.• Murray, KY 42071 • 270-767-0007
•
of a son. Aedan McLaine O'Hagan, born on Thursday. Dec )
Mayfield.
Center,
Medical
Purchase
Jackson
the
41<letKic-ii`CrINCsi-5`0?!.;(4.10-311.
IS. 2008, at
tr-NC4-SKr?..;46
The mother is the former Chelscy Stegmann.
Maternal grandparents are Terry and Daniel Resde of Springbed. Ill., and Michael and Deanna Stegmann of Calvert City.
Paternal grandparents are Thomas and Sheila O'Hagan of
Henderson, Nev.
Maternal great-grandparents are Jean Stegmann of Calvert
City and Thelma Johnson of Sikeston, Mo.
Paternal great-grandparents are Gertrude Flood of Hopkinsville and Ruth O'Hagan of Lowell. Mass.

:r
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Jesus is the Reason
for the Season!

5411e

APO

Summer Rose Wyatt
a daughter, Summer

DEC. 26th THK.0 ?
5Ceiv Lift Gkithan Ilookkvw
5th & Main St. • Murray • 753-1622
Mon. - Fri. 9:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.• Sat. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Donations requested
The Gentry House Homeless Shelter and House Domestic Crisis Center, both of Murray. are partnering up and asking for help with items needed to assist clients that have
been misplaced from their permanent homes. Many of these
individuals have children.
Current items need are
kitchen trash bags, toilet paper.
paper towels, shampoo and conditioner, dish soap, laundry
detergent, bleach, cleaning sup-

IC

as

plies, towels, washcloths,
kitchen linens, pot holders,
alarm clocks and old cell
phones.
Items may be taken to weir
office at 629 Broad St., Ext..
between the hours of 8 a.m.
and noon. Monday through
Thursday. Both offices are United Way agencies and located
-in-the same building.
For more information call
761-6802 or 759-2373.
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This season filled with joy and hope reminds us that we are indeed blessed
to be part of this great community. Your support of our hospital is
never taken for granted and always appreciated
We wish you a very Merry Christmas and a New

Field Representative
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.
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Year filled with health and happiness
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HOSPITAL
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You have choices!

New in-office procedures:
• Essure permanent birth control

urray
71-Aioman's
'
finic

• Latest alternatives to
hysterectomy with no incision
and no recovery time
305 S. 8th Street

I

Murray, Ky 42071

I

270-753-93

STATE/NATIONAL
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Make Christmas To Go!.

s
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Check out our line of Luggage!

Open 7 Days A Week!
Monday-Friday 7 a.m.-9 p.m.

AP Photo/The Oklahoman. Steve Gooch
watches 7-year-old Gage
Keith
Toby
star
music
Country
CELEBRITY CONTRIBUTION:
in Okiahoma City , Okla.
Sayre hit a wall with a sledgehammer recently at Children's Hospital
presented a check for
Keith
and
unit
oncology
their
to
ents
The hospital is making improvem
to help children with
ago
years
four
5500.000 from Ally s House.a charity Keith helped start

cancer and their families.

Review of deadly Beverly Hills
Supper Club fire is delayed
By JEFFREY McMURRAY
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON. Ky. tAP) —
The review of new evidence in a
fire that killed 165 people 30
years ago is taking longer than
expected, according to one of the
legal experts appointed by Gov.
Steve Beshear to examine
whether the investigation into
the blaze should be reopened.
Cecil Dunn. who led the original probe as a special prosecutor
and is one of the lawyers
appointed by Beshear to reexamine the case, said the
panel's recommendation had
been expected by mid-December
but now won't be available until
at least January or February.
He explained there had been a
snag in trying to reach key witnesses of the 1977 tire at the
Beverly Hills Supper Club in the
northern Kentucky town of
Southgate. hut declined to elabo-

something cold." Dunn said.
"You have to review certain
items and information looked at
30 years ago and some of that is
what we're doing."
Gov. Steve Beshear appointed
Dunn and two others in October
to review evidence presented by
David Brock, an 18-year-old

At the ciose of another year, we gratefully
pause to wish you a warm and very

Merry Christmas!!

busboy at the nightclub when it
burned down. Brock and other
survivors claim the evidence
suggests the blaze may have
been intentionally set. He has
said he doesn't want to publicly
reveal the evidence because he
fears retribution from those
implicated.

General says big changes
in store for Fort Knox

FORT KNOX. Ky. (AP) —
Fort Knox's commanding general says the Army post will see
big changes in 2009 as part of
the government's ongoing base
realignment.
Maj. Gen. Don Campbell says
the transformation, which will
bring thousands of Armycivilians and full-time
employed
rate.
give a boost to
should
soldiers,
address
directly
not
He would
economy.
region's
the
statements by some witnesses
About 3.4X) members of the
that they has e not been contacted
Brigade. 1st infantry
3rd
by the review panel.
will be arriving at Fort
Division
of
the
governor
is
"My client
the state of Kentucky and when I
have a report. I %ill report that to
him." Dunn said.
He said there are other areas of
review beyond the information
witnesses have supplied.
"You just can't go back into

Saturday 9 a.m.-7 p.m.• Sunday 11 a.m.-6 p.m.
654 N. 12th St. • 767-18.31
www.myexpresstan.com

Knox next year from Germany.
Those futl-time soldiers will
make their home at the post.
Campbell says the move of the
Army's Human Resources
Command to Fort Knox will
bring about MOO civilians
between 2010 and 2011. He
says the new facility that will
house that branch is about a

Gift Certificates Available!
Private Party Rooms — 5o Book Your Party Now!!
Live Music On Thursday Nights!!
Mon.- Sat. I I a.m.- Midnight

,759-8866 • 1005 Arcadia Circle, Murray(behind Chen TbenIer)
www.bigapplernurray.com

third of the way complete.
Campbell says the post will
also be tightening security for
visitors beginning on Jan. IS.
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Subscribe by calling 753-1916
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Tundra 4X2
Crew Max Limited

As we welcome this season of
peace and joy. our thoughts turn to the
many good folks who have blessed us
with their generosity and support, and

S,rola Wirni)

%Noy %Vheels

we wish you all the very, merriest season
followed by a happy and prosperous year.

• e Speed Auto Transmission

mew.
m bee of 'Rebate
With Approved
Credit thru ic

511.

2009 Camry

',SAP $211.915
YI" 4( I Our 131.4Youni -1.920
'stint, Rebate -51,5iyi

Our Home Office
939 St. Rt. 121 N., Murray, KY 42071

270-753-6433 • 1-800-264-1433
Chad Parks. Manager
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'New 2009 Corolla LE lease or
$179 plfe, month for 36 Mos
$2500 due at inception. includes
let payment & includes dealership $149 document tee Security
deposit weivsd With approved
credit. KY sales tax included
12.000 miles per year
Otter ends Jan 5. 2009

Sik

2009 Corolla LE
Auto
All Power

$179
Per 11onth
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TOYOTA OF MURRAY
1307 South 12th St.• Murray, KY •(270)753-4961
1-800-597-2684

E-mail: andy0 dwaintaylor.com

wsvw.toyotaofmurray.com
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LAST-SECOND FREE THROW DOES IN LADY LAKERS IN CHAMPIONSHIP OF BB&T
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Anyone who wondered if Calloway
County's youth movement would take
some of the luster away from the Lady
Lakers perennial rivalry with Marshall
County got their answer Monday night
at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
A resounding no.
In an epic that rivaled any of the
two teams' memorable matchups last
season. Marshall squeaked past Calloway
in overtime on a last-second free throw
by center Hannah Ellis to take a 6766 win away from the championship
game of the BB&T Holiday Classic.
Both teams, however, seemed to
carry away reassurance from a game
that promised to be a measuring stick
for both First Region heavyweights.
Marshall held serve in what could
be the first of five contests between
the two teams this season, cementing
themselves as the team to beat in the
region. Calloway proved its young guards
were capable of standing toe to toe
with the more experienced Lady Marshals.
The turnovers and sloppy play that
had plagued the Lady Lakers in the
first halves of their previous two wins
at the Classic were conspicuously missing. Calloway instead jumped on Marshall early and led by as much as 10
in the first half while winning the
turnover battle.
But the Lady Marshals won the battle of who had the ball last. After Calloway freshman point guard Taylor
Futrell connected on two free throws
with just seconds remaining to tie the
game at 66. Marshall fed the ball inside
to Ellis, who drew a foul with three
seconds remaining on the clock and
sank her first shot.
"They just made some plays in regulation and overtime that we couldn't
get done." said Calloway head coach
Scott Sivills, whose team suffered its
first loss of the season. "They made
some plays down the stretch in regulation and in overtime to put them in
a better situation than we did and that's
probably due to their experience."
Marshall had a chance to win the
game with no time left on the clock
in regulation. The Lady Marshals led
58-57 with 10 seconds left, but standout forward Jessica Holder inexplicably fouled Calloway's Kayla Cunningham in the backcourt. sending Cunningham to the free throw line.
After Cunningham sank two shots
tO put the Lady Lakers ahead with four
seconds left, Lady Marshal guard Jordin Gilland drove the length of the
floor and put up a shot as time expired,
drawing a foul. She swished her first
free throw to tie the game, but the
sdcond rattled around and bounced out,
sending the game into overtime.
•See CCHS,2B

MICHAEL DANN
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Danero Thomas led the Racers with 13
points in Monday's loss to Wright State
He was also named to the San Juan
Shootout All-Tournament Team. In the three
games, Thomas averaged 15 points per
game.

a

Stumbling
Racers
struggling
with shooting
MSU LOSES 57-41 TO
WRIGHT STATE;
GO 1-2 IN PUERTO Rico

By MSU Sports Information
TAO BAJA, Puerto Rico — The Murray
State Racers dropped their final game at the
San Juan Shootout Monday 57-41 to Wright
State in the city of Tao Baja, Puerto Rico.
The Racers had difficulty making shots
throughout the event and that trend continued
against Wright State as MSU managed to
shoot only 27 percent against the Raiders.
"Our effort and character are really good,"
MSU head coach Billy Kennedy said. "Our
guys played hard, but we have got to make
some shots."
MSU fell behind when Danero Thomas scored
on a jumper, but the Racers were down II2 with 11:34 remaining in the half.
MSU made a run at the Raiders when
Thomas scored a three-point play which was
followed by another lay up off a great pass
TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times from Kevin Thomas to make it a 19-12 WSU
from Mar- lead.
Lady Laker treshman guard Taylor Futrell gets this shot off under heavy pressure
in overtime for
The Racers cut the lead to four at 20-16
shall County defenders. Futrell sank two crucial free throws to tie the game
and hit when Ivan Aska and Tyler Holloway each
foul
a
drew
Ellis
Hannah
when
end
other
the
on
answered
Marshall
Calloway, but
made a pair of free throws with 3:46 left in
the game-winning free throw.
the half.
Jeffery McClain scored off an offensive
rebound with 1:10 left to make it a 25-18
score in Wright State's favor at halftime.
The Racers' were behind 31-21 at the 15:20
mark in the second half when they made a
push.
With 9:14 left, they cut the WSU lead to
IN
PLAYERS
THREE
POST
LAKERS
seven on a basket by Ivan Aska.
looking back. Fulton City rallied to cut
MURRAY THRASHES
WSU increased their lead to 14 with 5:58
the advantage to 11 in the second quarDOUBLE FIGURES INCLUDING 12 ERONI
remaining and finished with a 57-41 final.
: FULTON CITY, SURVIVES ter, but Murray had upped its lead to 18
THOMPSON,GARNER
MSU had a poor shooting game, making
by the end of the third.
: HEATH AT PADUCAH
13-of-47 shots from the field for 27 percent,
All five Tiger starters scored eight
111211 Ilepot
while WSU shot 50 percent on 19-of-38 shootHRISTMAS TOURNAMENT points or more, led by inside threats
Calloway County shot better than 50 percent for the ing.
of
each
Jones and Chastin Sheppard.
CounOhio
host
off
held
and
game
second consecutive
Staff Repast
MSU entered the San Juan event ranked
whom notched 20 points. Hurt added 18
ty et the Eagle Classic on Monday. winning 52-48.
Murray turned in its most complete game and went 2-for-3 from beyond the arc.
in the nation in free throw shooting, but
third
The Lakers will play their final game at the tour- struggled from the line against the Raiders
Of the season Monday in a 78-57 win Darnall scored 10 and Langford added
nament today at 5:30 p.m. against Webster County.
over Fulton City. then hung on to slide eight.
and shot 53 percent. making 15-of-28.
Against Ohio, Calloway shot 51 percent from the
past Heath 54-48 on opening day at the
field
Danero Thomas led the Racers with 13
Murray shot 49 percent from the
9went
and
range
three-point
field, hit 3 of 7 from
Paducah Tilghman Christmas Tournament. and was 4-for-12 from three-point range
points.
playfor-I2 at the free throw line while putting three
With the two wins, the Tigers advance and connected on 8 of 13 from the charHe was also named to the San Juan Shootout
ers in double figures.
to the championship game this evening. ity stripe.
All-Tournament Team. In the three games
guard
sophomore
and
Garner
George
forward
Senior
where they'll face Paducah Tilghman at
Thomas averaged 15 points per game.
Jacquise Lockett led Fulton City with
Shawn Thompson each scored 12 points while junior
6 p.m.
lsacc Miles was the top rebounder for the
26 points.
Brock
guard
center Tyrrell Willis notched 10. Sophomore
. Against Heath. the Tigers jumped out
with seven.
Racers
With the two wins. Murray stayed perSimmons added seven points.
to an early advantage and took a 31-22 fect on the season at 5-0. Fulton City
Kennedy said the Racers will get past this
coming
stretch,
the
down
big
up
came
Thompson
lead into halftime. But Murray seemed fell to 1-4 and Heath goes to 3-4.
shooting slump once they return to the pracoff the bench to score 10 of his 12 points in the sec- tice floor.
to lose a little juice in the second half
The Tigers tip off against Tilghman
third
the
in
ond half and hitting two three-pointers
after going to school for half a day. then tonight at 6 p.m. in an early-season matchup
"Get home," he said. "That's a big part of
quarter that helped Calloway jump out to an 8-point it. we need to get home and get back into a
facing Fulton City earlier Monday after- of First Region championship hopefuls.
lead.
noon.
good rhythm."
Lady Tigers 56, Loas Oak 35
Ohio County led for much of the first half, taking
Senior point guard Blake Darnall left
"We need to get some confidence back on
controlled
On the girls' side. Murray
26-25
a
and
quarter
first
the
of
a 13-11 advantage out
the game early in the fourth quarter with the game from the outset and got back
I wish I could tell you...we just
offense.
the
in
shifted
lead into halftime. But the momentum
cramps and Heath rallied to cut the Tiger in the winning column with a 56-35 win
We missed shots against South
shots.
missed
third, as Calloway outscored the Eagles 14-11 and took Florida. we made some in our win over Oral
lead to as little as one.
Bomber
Lady
the
at
Oak
Lone
over
a two-point lead into the fourth quarter.
But Murray never let Heath take con- Shootout on Monday in Ballard County.
Roberts. but today we missed shots. We've
Calloway struggled on the boards, however, and suf- got to get home and get better and keep plugtrol of the game, building its lead back
Freshman forward Shelby Crouch scored
outrebounded
were
fered a rare game in which they
up to six as time expired.
ging away."
a team-high 17 points as the Lady Tigers
27-24.
The Tigers put three players in dou- were able to force numerous turnovers
The Racers' December schedule has been
The
points.
13
with
County
Ohio
led
King
Lars
ble figures. led by senior forward Aaron and convert those turnovers into points.
a tough one with all of their games away
struggled
and
field
the
from
percent
40
Eagles shot
Jones, who scored IS. Darnall and larfrom home.
All 17 girls played as Murray improved
from three-point range, going just 3-for-I8. The Eagles
vae Langford each notched 13 points to 4-4 and returned to .500 after drop"We knew this was going to be a tough
-for-2.
1
got to the free throw line just twice and went
while Cole Hurt scored eight.
of our schedule." Kennedy said. "We
part
ping the first three games of the Lady
The Lakers improved to 2-0 at the tournament and need to continue playing hard and stay togethMurray shot 47 percent from the field Bomber Shootout over the weekend.
5-1 overall. Ohio County fell to 5-3.
and converted on 5 of 13 three pointers
er. We've gathered a lot of experience on
Lone Oak fell to 0-8 on the season.
After finishing at the Eagle Classic tonight, the Lakbut struggled from the foul line, hitting
this trip to Puerto Rico."
No other stats were reported.
for
prepare
and
ers will return home for Christmas
just 7 of 16 shots.
After a break for Christmas. the Racers
Murray will return to the court after
their own Murray Bank Holiday Classic, which begins return to action Dec. 29 at the Dr. Pepper
Earlier in the day. Murray made quick Christmas when it hosts the Lady Tiger
Saturday. Calloway will face Rippe (111.) at 8:15 p.m. Classic in Chattanooga. Tenn, when they face
work of Fulton City. jumping out to a Classic. The Lady Tigers will face Fort
Saturday night.
26-10 lead in the first quarter and never Knox on Dec. 29 at 7:30 p.m.
Niagara at 5 p.m.

Tigers will face Tilghman
for championship

-r

Thompson, Calloway top
host team at Eagle Classic
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VISLI SOFTBALL ROUNDUP

CCI

Putting on the finishing touches

'et •

12,y'S LIIIBBPOIWBILD BY
MuffSlater

While a member of the N.('
Rockers travel team. Gilley
has helped them win several
awards, including the N.C. 12
and under Pony Championship.
12 and under Snickers NSA
National Invitational Championship. 14 and under N.C.
ASA State Championship, and
16 and under N.C. State Games
Championship.
"I decided to come to Murray State because I loved the
campus." said Gilley. "I also
felt that the softball team would
be very close since we will
all be pan of the first team
on campus."
"Starr has the ability to be
dominant at this level." said
Pyron. -There are a lot of
coaches who missed out on
Starr and when the opportunity was there for us to get her.
we jumped on it. Starr will
make a big impact in the circle and with a bat in her
hands. I am really glad that
we have her and won't have
to face her in the circle or
the box."
Ratliff is the fifth member
of the first signing class to
hail from the State of Kentucky. In 2008 she earned
All-District and All-Region
honors at Louisville Male. She
was also an All-State Honorable Mention in 2008 for the
Bulldogs.
"You will not find another
player who works harder on
her game than Madi does,"
said Mike Mulhall head coach
for Louisville Adreneline.
-She'll push her teammates as
hard as she pushes herself, but
at the same time she'll make
them laugh and feel like they've
known her forever."
Ratliff is an excellent student as well, earning the 2008
Kentucky Governor's Scholar
award and All-State Academic First Team honors.
"It is exciting to be pan
of the first Racer softball team,"

2010 Stomas CLASS
Otontwinu
Lemon Grove, Calif.
Nitnyin
Sparta. III.
Lauren Bush
Hodgenville, Ky.
Christian Cox
Bowling Green, Ky.
Stephanie Edwards
Springfield, Ili.
Kaittyn England
Greensburg, Ky.
Brittany Estes
Graharn, N.C.
Starr Gilley
Mattoon, Ill.
Megan Glasser
Momence, III.
Stephanie Mattocks
Louisville, Ky.
Madeline Ratliff
Murray, Ky.
Toree Rogers
Shelbyville, ill.
Cheisay Sullivan
Placenta, Calif.
Ellyn Troup
Evansville, Ind.
Taylor Wilson
said Ratliff "All doors are
open for us next year. We get
to establish the program and
set a legacy for other players
to follow."
"Madi is a hitter. She takes
great pride in what she does
in the batter's box," Pyron
said. "When you are as passionate about hitting as I am,
it is a joy to work with players who love it as much as
her. She understands hitting
and knows what it takes to
do it well. I am excited to
coach Madi because not only
is she a student of the game
but she is a well rounded person and is a great student in
the classroom."
Wilson is the final member
of the inaugural class to sign
with MSU during the early signing period. She has been a
five-year starter at second base
for the Harrison varsity squad.
While a prep she also lettered
in basketball and cheerleading
before moving on to Wabash
Valley CC. She helped Wabash
finish seventh at the NJCAA
National Tournament and claim
the Great River Athletic Conference and Region XXIV
Championships.
-Taylor is a polished defensive second baseman and a
clutch offensive element in the
nationally ranked Wabash Val-

Icy College line-up." said Paul
Schnarre, head Wabash Valley
coach. "Besides her athletic
ability. Taylor is a team leader
and has a consistent work
ethic."
As a prep Wilson earned
five-straight SIAC All-Conference honors and four-straight
All-Metro team awards. She
was also an excellent student,
earning five All-City Academic Team honors.
"I chose Murray State
because I think it will be very
exciting to be part of a firstyear program," said Wilson.
"Coach Pyron is also so enthusiastic about getting the program starting."
"I am happy Taylor chose
to come to Murray State. She
is a great girl who I think
will be just as important in
the locker room as she will
be on the field," said Pyron.
-Taylor is another player who
has the ability to play almost
any position. She will be another steady contributor and I am
glad to have her."
While no one knows what
will be ahead for the Racer
softball program it is clear that
Pyron has worked hard in his
first few months on the job
to assemble a top-notch team
for the first pitch in the 200910 campaign.
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TV, radio

TODAY
' COLLEGE FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN - Poinsettia Bowl, Boise St vs
TQU. at San Diego
MENS COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6:30 p.m.
-ESPN2- Missouri vs Illinois at St
Louis
8:30 p.m.
E9PN2 -- Texas at Wisconsin
9:30 p.m.
FSN - Kansas at Anzona
NBA BASKETBALL
7 p.m.
WON - Chicago at Detroit
NHL HOCKEY
6 p.m.
VERSUS - Boston at New Jersey

Locally
PREP BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
Virt4BS 1340 AM - Murray boys at
Paducah Tilghman (Paducah Tilghman
Chnstmas Tournament)

•OCHS
From Page 1B
Siv ills stopped short of calling the close call a moral victory, but one got the sense that
the Lady Lakers passed a test
of sons on Monday.
"We told our kids this wasn't a do-or-die basketball game."
he said. "It was a game that
allowed our young kids to get
accustomed to playing Marshall.
We felt like whoever had the
ball last was probably going
to have a chance to win the
game and Marshall converted
on their chances."
With Cunningham in foul
trouble from the get-go and
Fields fouling out with two
minutes left in regulation, Calloway was forced to lean on
its supporting cast more heav-

rrgz efirerne.s
' Thank

for making our business a success
this past year.

D&D PLUMBING
753-4736
Owners Darren Howard & bow° . Jr)

ily than at any other point this
season.
Freshman guard Karlee Wilson had the hot hand, connecting on 4 of 4 from behind the
arc and scoring 14 points to
join Cunningham (17) and
Fields in double figures. The
Lady Lakers also got a gritty
performance out of junior center Haley McCuiston, who
scored eight points and provided crucial minutes in the
paint when Cunningham and
Fields were benched.
Still. Sivills couldn't help
but wonder if things would
have been different had Fields
remained in the game.
"Not having Averee in there,
I'm not gonna say it cost us,
but it didn't help us," he said.
"We had some kids like Karlee Wilson and Haley McCuiston who stepped up and made
some big, gigantic shots at key
times to help us."
On that same token, however. Marshall was without the
services of sophomore point
guard Margaret Thomas, who
missed the game due to family reasons. Without its spark
plug, the Lady Marshal offense
struggled early, but regained
its composure in the second
half as Gilland seemed to
become more comfortable.
Holder scored a game-high
25 points and earned Most
Valuable Player honors, but it

was Ellis' 15 points and steady
contribution in the paint that
seemed to be the difference
for the Lady Marshals.
"She's solid," Marshall head
coach Howard Beth said of
Ellis. "I can pretty well count
on Hannah every basketball
game for what she does. She's
not flashy, she's never going
to be a star. She's not going
to go out and make the play
on her own, but she's going
to be around the goal, she's
going to catch the ball, and
she's going to rebound. She's
just solid."
Calloway returns to action
on Dec. 27 when they open
play at the Gateway Classic
in Montgomery County against
Lexington Lafayette.
Fans won't have to wait
long for the next match between
the Lady Ulcers and Lady Marshals, however. The two teams
meet again on Jan. 3 at Marshall County.

.oted 73,

Haverstock Insurance Agency
- *body an prOactyouHlftTO
any better thmt.we can!
2)1'S 12th St Murray. let•',53-3415

PYRON COMPLETES EARLY SIGNING PERIOD WITH LAST THREE S1GNEES
By INSIJ Sports Infonnaboo
: In his first attempt at reruitlag as a head coach. Murray
Spite.head softball coach Jay
FtyrOn 'assembled a total of 13
athlotts in a month during the
cry signing period. The final
ttiree players to sign National
Letters of Intent to play with
the Racers are: Starr Gilley,
Graham, N.C. (Burlington
Williams), Madeline Ratliff.
Louisville, Ky. (Louisville
MAO: and Taylor Wilson,
Ind.
Evansville,
IiHarrisor:/Wabash Valley CC)
! -I • am happy to announce
the final three
players to sign in
the early signperiod."
.1 ing
41 Pyron
said.
"Taylor. Starr
and Madi round
out our first
class as it stands
-sv right now. I am
cxcited about all
three and they
Aill all be big
pans of the program in different ways."
has
Gilley
been a member
of the BurlingWilliams
ton
varsity squad for
the last two seasons. In her first
year with the
she
Bulldogs
had a .553 batting averaging
while-being named team MVP.
"I feel the coaches and team
of - Miirray State will benefit
from Starr's passion and ability..she gives to the game she
Ickes; said Greg Gulick. NC.
Rbckers head coach. "Starr will
be;a:.great asset to any team
with her very strong arm and
pwivecful bat."

E ElCIA FrEt

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARC
Monday $ Scores
By The Associated Press
Boys Basketball
Bishop Brussart 58 Deming 40
Bourbon Co 60 Pans 52
Highlands 76 Newpon 58
Lloyd Memonal 55 Owen Co 47
Lou Holy Cross 62 Cm Withrow Ohio
45
Potomac Va 64 Eininown Co 46
Rose Hill Christian 61. Paintsviiie 51
Apollo Classic
Apollo 58 Coy Holy Cross 43
Grayson Co 57 North Hardin 33
Lou Moore 66, Lone Oak 53
Owensboro 96 Lou Seneca 89
Bethlehem Christmas Classic
Lou DeSales 57 Bethlehem 53
Lou Shawnee 51. Lou Souther!, 53
Lou Trinity 50 Nelson Co 38
Catholic 80 Nortn &Ain
Owensboro
m 3
Bowling Green Tournament
Alien Co -Scottsville 71, Mercer Co 61
Elizabethtown 59, Warren East 42
Graves Co 68 Warren East 53
Lou Doss 63. Madison Southern 52
Madison Central 72. Mercer Co 59
Madison Southern 58. Hart Co 56
Bowman Memorial Tournament
Lynn Camp 71 Red Bird 47
Capital City invitational
Lou Eastern 61. Boone Co 57
Lou Fern Creek 71. Western Hills 56
City of Hopkinsvill• Christmas
Tournament
Lou. Chnstian Academy 63. Hancock
Co
l9 ntry Music Highway Holiday
Coo
Classic
Ashland Blazer 75 June Buchanan 64
Johnson Central 70. Harlan Co 66
Pikeville 77. Lee Co 47
Prestonsburg 77 Magottin Co 55
Defenders of the Station Invitational
Danville 54. Clay Co 51
Holmes 74. Lee Tates Creek 45
Lea Henry Clay 65. Lincoln Co 47
Lee Henry Clay 76, Danville 48
Lou Ballard 85 Knox Central 56
Eagle Classic
Calloway Co 52, Ohio Co 48
Webster Co 45
67.
Hardin
John
Gallatin Invitational
Lou Iroquois 58, Carroll Co 47
Ludlow 59. Eminence 47
Meade Co 77 Gallaten Co 65
Glasgow Tournament
Campbellsville 74. Todd Co Central 53
Edmonson Co 66 Metcalfe Co 57
Hoopin' it Up Classic
Corbin 56. North Laurel 41
Daviess Co 56. Lou Butler 43
Greenwood 56 Barbourville 55
Shelby Valley 96. South Oldham 79
South Laurel 94. Knott Co Central 79
Hopkins County Central Tournament
Hopkins Co Central 80 Lyon Co 70
Lou Christian Academy 75. Union Co
64
Ironton Tournament
Ironton Ohio 83 Russell 03
Kentucky Machine and Engineering
Christmas Classic
Ballard Memorial 70 Fulton Lo 46
Dawson Springs 63 Logan Co 62
McLean Co 64 Logan Co 53
Trigg Co 58 Butter Co 53
King of the Bluegrass Tournament
Anderson Co 45. Lou Fairdale 38
Centennial. Tenn. 84. MadisonvilleNorth Hopkins 65
Lexington Catholic 75, Taylor Co 72
OT
Lou Jeffersonlown 79. Lou DuPont
Manual 7474
Central Holiday Classic
Boyle Co 69, Somerset 42
Dyer County Tenn 66 Henderson Co
60
McCreary Central 52. Dixie Heights 42
Pulaski Co. 83 Pike Co Central 60
Wayne Co 42. Russellville 41
Muhlenberg North Tournament
Mullenberg North 71. St Henry 53
Muhlenberg North 77. Hazel Green.
Ala 60
Paducah Tilghman Tournament
Heath 69. Fulton City 60
Mayfield 92. Caldwell Co 83
Murray 54. Heath 48
Murray 78. Fulton City 57
Paducah Tilghman 69, Mayfield 53
Paducah Tilghman 92. Caldwell Co 61
Portland Christian Holiday Classic
Cornerstone Christian 62. Evangel
Christian 55
Whilefield Academy 96. Lou Portland
Chnstian 40
Rsceland Derby Classic
Betsy Layne 64. Greenup Co 56
Boyd Co 64, South Floyd 46
Raceland 57, Powell Cc 49
West Carter 73 Lewis Co 54
Smoky Mountain Holiday Classic
Casey Co Cl Gatlinburg-Pittman

Tem
Twin Lakes Holiday Classic
Barren Co 57 Memtee Co 55
Bell Co 67 Bath Co 58
Harrison Co 74 Clinton Co 59
Muhlenberg South 53, Green Co 51
Girls Basketball
Bracken Co 38. Pans 34
Garrard Co 69 Wolfe Co 43
George Rogers Clark 57, Scott 38
Greenup Co 42 Allen Central 36
Lewis Co 54. Boyd Co 50
Lyon Co 53, CnItenden Co 52
Morgan Co 51 East Caner 44 OT
Rowan Co 65 Notre Dame 60
Silver Grove 28 Eminence 24
Bowmen Memorial Tournament
Williamsburg 53 Pinevilie Sr
Calloway County Classic
Marshall Co 6; Calloway Co 66 OT
McKenzie Tenn 90 Muhlennerg NOW
57
°bon County. Tenn 85 Graves Co 74
Carroll County Christmas Classic
Carroll Co 54 St Henry 48
Owen Co 53 Spencer Co 41
Caverns Tournament
Grayson Co 74 Washington Co 52
Country Music Highway Classic
Johnson Central 64. Paintsville 56
Pike Co Central 53 Fleming Co 50
Cumberland Fails Invitational
Corbin 61 Alien Co -ScortsviNe 56
Middlesboro 61. Pendleton Co. 40
Hockcastie Co &). Jackson Co 47
Whitley Co 53. Lou Fairdale 44
Edmonton County Classic
Breckinndge Co 51. Clinton Co 43
Edrnonson Co 34, McLean Co 20
Glasgow 48. Muhlenberg South 28
Monroe Co 63. Whilesville Trinity 60
Grant County Invitational
Grant Co 51, Newport 43
glow 41 lee Sayre 26
Hopkins County Central Tournament
Central Hardin 53. Hopionsville 46
Hopkinsville 50 Union Co 37
Paducah Tilghman 65. Hopkins Co
Central 44
Kentucky Machine and Engineering
Christmas Classic
Carlisle Co 29, Reidland 28
Hancock Co 53. Logan Co 36
Trigg Co 52. Dawson Springs 38
Union City, Tenn 63 Fulton Co 44
Lady Admirals Tournament
Lee Tales Creek 82 South Floyd 24
Marion Co 67 Danville 37
Lady Bomber Shootout
Clarksville NE Tenn 67. Ballard
Memorial 51
Daviess Co 64 Apollo 45
Greenwood 58. Cumberland Co 52
Murray 56. Lone Oak 35
Lady Cat Classic
Deming 75. Powell Co 51
Fairview 51. Rose Hill Chnsfian 45
Lady Pirate Holiday Classic
Barbourville 48 Model 30
East Jessamine 52. Lou Presentation
47
Lei Paul Dunbar 46 South Laurel 35
Pikeville 60 University Heights 49
Lexington Catholic Tournament
Elizabethtown 77. Lex Cfeishei 64
Lexington Catholic 62, Lou Assumption

so
Lou Christian Academy 40
Montgomery Co 35
Lou DuPont Manual 77. Highlands 59
Lou Mercy 57 Butler Co 46
Lou Sacred Heart 50 Wayne Co 31
Madisonville-North Hopkins 71.
Breathitt Co 58
Ohio Co 84 Elliott Co 59
Owensboro Catholic 46 Betsy Layne
43
Simon Kenton 59 Conner 41
Southwestern 58 Warren East 56
Northern Exposure Tournament
Boone Co 60. Ryle 49
Harrison Co 46 Bishop Brossart 44
lex Lalayette 59 Lou Ballard 36
Paducah Tilghman Tournament
Heath 69 Fulton City 60
Mayfield 92 Caldwell Co 85. 201
Portland Christian Classic
Lou Portland Christian 55, Beth Haven
42
Lou Shawnee 56 Lou Collegiate 33
Dustin City Classic
Somerset 58 Pulaski Co 32
Woodford Co 63 McCreary Central 54
Shelby County Invitational
Tournament
Anderson Co 47 Oldham Co 37
Caldwell Co 59 Lou Male 52
Owensboro 56 Shelby Co 49
Smoky Mountain Holiday Classic
Casey Co 62 Beech, Tenn 58. OT
South Oldham Dragon Hooplest
Franklin Co 52, South Oldham 44
Lou Jerfersontown 61 Lou Southern
34
Lou Seneca 61. Lou Doss 68
Whilefield Academy 55. Lou Moore 51

9 17 16 17 8-67
Marshall Co
Calloway Co 16 18 12 13 7-66
Marshall Co.(8-1)- Holder 25 Ellis 15
Tabor 9 Goins 8. Clark 4 Gilland 3
Bohannon 3
2-pt.: 18-35 3-pt: 4-14 FT: 19-27
Rebounds: 35 Turnovers: 23 Fouls:
17
, Co. (7-1) - Fields 19 K
Gallows)
Cunningham 17, Wilson 14 McCuiston
8 Wicker 4 T Futrell 2 Benson 2 Jones
2
2-pt.: 1738 3-pt: 46 FT: 2023
Rebounds: 19 Turnovers 19 Fouls:
19

Sports
•Murray's boys basketball game at Mayfield has been rescheduled
foi Monday, Feb 9. The game was onginally slated for Monday. Dec.
15. but icy conditions caused its postponement
•The Annual 'Breds Christmas Baseball Camp is open to campers
grades first through eighth and features quality instruction by the Murray
State staff and other local coaches. The one-day camp will be held on
Dec. 22 from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Carr Health Building. For more information, please cnniiict Rob McDonald at 809 4892

CASTLEMAN TIRE
REPAIR, INC.
;82C Slat: Rt, 121 Sc., tilnyfield • 247-5146
Monday • Friday • 700 a.m.•5:00 p.m.

single Membership w/unlimited cart use- $1450
(absolutely the best value golf in the area)
Single Membership - $500
1Cali now about our referral program forfurther discount'.')
cik •LiFtsfri ,
ANA'

-Stocking stutters:
Golf balls. hats, divot tools,
neadcovers and more'
•flow about a new pair of golf shoes?
-Gift certificates also available!

MURRAY STAI
UNIVERSITY

Call 270-809-2238
www.murraystate.edu/millergoif

*MICHELIN 'GOODYEAR •DAYTON
*TOY° •FIRESTONE •KUMHO
•Alignment
•Brakes
•Shocks
•Struts

•Transmission Flush
•Coolant Flush
•Belts, Hoses
•Used Tires
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FREE
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Additions, Drywall, Painting Windows
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Screen Porches Concrete and Repairs

.
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•

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell Phone: 270-978-1007
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NEED floor, bath,
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neaters, sheet rock
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Construction
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• Decks -Screened
Porches .Garages
*Rotten
•Sagging
Floors •Termite
Damage -Home
Mobile Home
Licensed & Insured
270-227-0587
270-753-235?

ELECTRONICS

DNJ HANDYMAN
Odd Jobs/Repairs.
Remodeling. Painting
Decks. etc
293-5438

ATTIC Insulation blown
in Start saving energy
cost now Damn 2931924

horizon. stop and put your
sweetie under the mistletoe. A
long-overdue discussion cannot
be avoided. It might be quite
pleasant_ Just remain open.
Tonight Defer to a friend or family member.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
***** Defer to others. You
actually might be more relaxed
about Santa's arnval than many
other people Pitch in and help
someone who could be overwhelmed Realize what needs to
happen Tonight: Go for what
you want.
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repairs 436-2228
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IF `OM Do FALL oFF,
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SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Noy. 21)
*** Last-minute details could
have you very busy. Don't worry
if there was one issue you couldn't shore up. Ask for heip when
you need it. A surprise is heading
down your path. Tonight: Indulge
a loved one.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)

If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County

BARBARA G. JACKSON
AT 753-8082 OR 293-4113
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE FOR
.41a.11.111•
A SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gifts from many of our
of
business and professional people. It's their way
saying. "We are gad you have moved to
Murray-Calloway County."

We hare been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 almost 60 years!

Gutter casenins]
any atitabouee
Meer lass
UMW Ilima cinhy
(2,11011114170

where a child is coming from let
chatter occur, as you will learn a
lot about a key person Tonight:
Visit with friends and loved ones.
Start the holiday brouhaha.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Last-minute details could

Call

ISONLIGHT GUTTER
CLEANING

If you want to hear or understand

make the traditional Moon Child
very busy and tired. How you
handle someone could change
quite a bit Know when to say no
Someone obviously does care
Tonight. It is now or never!
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Your childlike playfulness opens doors. Others simply
TV Stars Show the Kind of love to see you like this. Make
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynumic: loved ones feel valued while
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so: being like a kid with children. In
I -Difficult
some manner, other than Santa,
you are or center stage Tonight.
Play away.
ARIES (March 21-Aprll 19)
**** You feel on top of your VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
game, ready for ihe innate fun **** Stay close to home. You
might not want to push someone
and Conviviality of the holidays.
too hard, especially if this person
Some of you might need to make
has a case of the bah-humbugs.
calls before the phones are too
As you loosen up. others will too.
busy Others will put on holiday
Let a child act out his or her feelmusic. Tonight: How can you
ings if he or she doesn't have the
help yourself get into a holiday
words. Tonight Close to horne.
)
mind-set'
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** As the pace slows ***** Make calls and touch
base with those you care about.
down or the holiday is on the

-\

270-293-5624

(270) 227-9212

by Jacqueline ffifffir
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Horoscope

(

for all home
improvements.
;270) 994-5579

BARRY JAMES

Mowed

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8 PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

for
BIRTHDAY
14 A PM.
‘1ednesday, Dec. 24. 2008:
Let your positive attitude flow
through the year. Often, to maintain steadiness at the helm, you
will need to take timeouts in
order to recycle your energy.
1-our knee-jerk reaction could be
‘ery different from what you
might normally choose, Stay on
top of work, details and new
ideas, Sometimes you could gel
too into your routine. If you are
single. you could meet someone
very easily. Deciding what type
of relationship you desire could
, very different. If you are
attached, your year flows with
your relationship IF you plan
sever-al more frequent getaways
our bond will
together.
recharge with ease. SAGITTARIUS reads you cold.

Complete
Handyman 8
1
home repairs

***** You smile, and ail the
people around you smile.
Remain in touch with your feelings, and you will be able to deal
with whatever heads down your
path, though it won't necessarily
be difficult Tonight: Relax.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You might not feel energetic, but you have what it takes
to make others smile_ Do nothing
halfway. and you will be pleased
yourself
within
OK
and
Communication could be packed
with surprises. Tonight: Go with

L_
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the flow.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Don't hesitate to zoom
in and grab what you want.
Listen to what others share,
swap gifts and don't forget what
is really important. Choose to do
nothing halfway. Stay on top of
what needs to be done. Tonight.
Hang out with Santa or his elves.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** More responsibilities
drop on you. Don't question too
deeply what is happening.
Remain on top of your to-do list.
If you are feeling tired, know that
that is normal. You have pushed
very hard to get to this point.
Tonight: Plan on sharing cookies
with Santa. It's a late night.

F.E4mmu-rso
LISTEN TO -NOSE GEESE
HONK,
FL'ON6 OVER
HONK, HONK, HONK

TNE`i KEEP SAYING THE
SAME THING OVER AND OVER..
"HONK, MONK,MONK,HONK.."

/NO,I DON'T'\
EXPECT Ti4E
6ETTY5aURS
ADDRESS

BORN TODAY
Frontiersman Kit Carson (1809),
singer Ricky Martin (1971).
Howard Hughes (1 905)

Jacqueline Blgar Is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebigar.com.

50% OFF
lt Liam norm, mut
Map'imm
une
%memos

P4111 4%1111111W

Vied., Dec. 24th 7:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
Fri Dec. 26th 7:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
1-Shirts

SERVAL!.INSULATION
introduces APPLEGATE INSULATION

9620 wiDuals

Tractor

A difference you can see, feel& enjoy!
• ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY made of 80% recycled newsprint

John Deere
Train

1420 with
24' Radio Control
95204W0 Tractor

MFWD
Tractor

• EXCEEDS TOUGHEST FIRE STANDARDS - Up to 50% better
fire resistant than fiberglass
630 Sow
Crop Tractor

oil

lantern

4760 Tractor
w' MFWD

applegate
insulation

8420 Trodor
tow Crop Duals
& MFWD

• USE IN NEW & EXISTING HOMES custom-fit wall spray
Arrounds your home with a monolithic cellulose insulation system

girErM1 • •
Whether your home was built a century ago orjust completed, it's probably not too
late for you to enjoy the benefits ofAppleton insulation! A simple, quick inspection
by an insulation professional is all that is needed - call TODAY!

Our Nome Office:
939 St.11.121
Murray. KY

Chestnut St. • Murray • 753-2571
Mon. — Fri., 7:30 a.m. — 5 p.m.• Sat., 7:30 a.m.- 12 p.m.
www.murrayhornitandauto.com

210-753-6433
WE WANT

BUSINESS!

1-800-264-1433

Murray Ledger & Times

tookingliack
14.1 years ago
Dec. 6; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
As families across the nation Randy Rains and a girl to Mr.
are preparing to celebrate Christ- and Mrs. Jerry Majors, Dec. II;
mas volunteers in Murray and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Calloway County are putting the Bramdon, Dec. 12; a girl to Mr.
finishing touches on the Santa Pro- and Mrs. Lectle Bebber, Dec.I5.
40 years ago
ject. Thanks to the influx of
Janice Montgomery.33, daughdonations, all children on the list
will receive a visit from Santa. ter of Mr. and Mrs. Locke MontIn high school basketball gomery. New Concord. died from
games. Calloway Lakers lost 55- injunes sustained in a one-car
52 to South Fulton and Lady crash on Dec. 21 on Interstate
Lakers lost 59-29. High scorers 40 near Dickson. Tenn. She was
for Calloway were Austin Wyatt a teacher at David Lipscomb Colfor Lakers and Brook Lencki and lege. Nashville.
In the Calloway County High
Jessica Norswonhy for Lady LakSchool Christmas Basketball Tourers.
Murray High School Tigers lost nament. the Calloway Lakers lost
60-37 to Carlisle County Comets to Mayfield Cardinals. Cleaver
in a basketball game with Jere- was high scorer for the Lakes.
Births reported include a boy
my Workman high seiner for the
to Mr. and Mrs. James Robert
Tigers.
Moyer, Dec. 16.
20 years ago
SO years ago
The updating of two elevaElected as officers of the Murtors in the old medical arts building at Murray-Calloway County ray Real Estate Board were Claude
Hospital was one of the items Miller. president; Hiram Tucker,
approved by the Hospital Board vice chairman; and Phillip
of Commissioners at its regular Mitchell. secretary.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Jones of
meeting.
Dr. Tony Brannon, assistant Rt. I. Hazel. will be married for
professor of agriculture at Mur- 50 years Dec. 27.
Recent births reported at Murray State University, presented a
paper at the recent National Agri- ray Hospital include a girl to
culture Education Research meet- Mr. and Mrs. Hal Hicks. a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Cone
ing in St. Louis, Mo.
Births reported include a girl and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Neil
to Barbara and Weldon McWhett- Edwards.
60 years ago
er, a boy to Valerie and Randy
D.L. Divelbiss has been proNeale and a boy to Jane and
moted to chief engineer of MurCraig Martin, Dec. IS.
ray Manufactoring Company.
30 years ago
Calloway County High School according to R.M. Lamb. generLady Ulcers won 69-46 over Ful- al manager.
A house, owned by Taylor
ton County to win the Calloway
County High School Christmas Perry. located on North First
Basketball Tournament with Mina Street. was destroyed by fire on
Todd high scorer for the Lady Dec. 21. The family of Gene
Lakers. Murray High School Rowlett lived in the house,accordTigers lost to Fulton County in ing to William 0. Spencer. chief
the finals with Howard Boone high of the Murray Fire Department.
Ann Herron Cohron read Henry
scorer for the Tigers.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Futrell will Van Dyke's story of "The Other
be married for 50 years Dec. 26. Wise Man" at a meeting of the
Births reported include a girl Murray Magazine Club held at
to Mr. and Mrs. Donald W. Green. the home of Mrs. Hall Hood.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Man who was dumped gets
both support and suspicion

Tuesday, December 23, 2008•SD

Offering a little
perspective

DEAR DR. GOTT: I wrote I do not know. I would imagDEAR ABBY: I had trou- his circle ol acquaintances and
ine that the atrial tibrillatixas
you on June 13, 2008 about
to
ble containing myselt when 1 fish in a different dating pool.
fibrillation. I am sched- ablation did little to improx
atnal
my
your head: :aft
read the letter front 'Mixed. Many readers wrote in to comuled to have an ablation in Sep- the pulsating in
Up in Missouri" (Sept. 21), ment about his letter. Read on:
My concern is the pul- the sensation is often caused by
tember.
DEAR ABBY: "Mixed-Up
the "nice guy' with a string
sating in my head, which is plaque buildup or narrowing of
of I iled relationships because in Missouri' said he treated
lightheadedness. Is this the carotid arteries in the neck.
causing
he is 'too good to be true." his wife and girlfriends like
Ablation is a medical procecaused by the
let queens. Perhaps he wasn't
Please
heart prob- dure that essentially destroys tishim know telling you everything. I marlem? Will the sue. In your case, it was heart
that he is ried a man who treated me
ablation muscle. Atrial fibrillation is .in
truly a gem like a queen too -- until I did
this abnormal heartbeat, and the ablasolve
waiting to or said something he didn't
condition? Is tion was used to destroy the
be discov- like. You see, everything he
any area of your heart that was sendthere
He did for me came with a pnce.
ered.
danger of the ing out abnormal signals.
for
things
Yes, he did nice
reminds me
You said you had confidence
ablation proof my own me. but he also expected me
cedure wors- in the physician hut couldn't
"prince." to reciprocate in specific ways
the get an exact answer about the
ening
whom I was that he never really explained.
pulsating? I pulsating. I take this to mean
finally able If I failed to do something
have com- that he or she attempted to answer
By
to find after the way he wanted, or with
confi- but was unsure whether it would
plete
Gott
Peter
Dr.
a divorce, the "wrong" attitude, he would
By Abigail
dence in the help. No physician can give. an
countless throw it in my face. He did
Van Buren
physician performing the abla- exact answer about a medical profrogs. and not act out of kindness, but
but he does not give me cedure because situations and
tion,
return.
in
30 years of figuring out what for what he could get
answer to my ques- circumstances vary from person
exact
an
He never understood why I
I deserved.
the pulsating sensa- to person. What helps one may
about
tions
Some women are scared of eventually quit trying to please
I described to you harm another.
which
tion,
anything that is different, so him, and "got rid" of me after
If you continue to have probin the June letter.
turned
It
marriage.
when I man treats them well 14 years of
READER: I'm afraid lems, return to your physician
DEAR
they question it to death. out to be the biggest favor he
I cannot be used as a second and request further testing. PerBelieve me. I know. My hus- ever did for me. -- GLAD TO
opinion for upcoming procedures. sonal physicians are often the
band and I married five weeks BE FREE IN INDIANA
I simply provide information best source for information. They
DEAR ABBY: I dated many
after we met because it just
can be used to receive know your medical history, health
that
true"
felt right. After 2 1/2 years of these "too good be
medical care from status and other vital informaappropriate
of marriage, one son and anoth- guys. I cannot stress to you
who can perform tion. I am merely here to help
physician
a
er on the way, I have no how boring it is to "reign
patients who are having trouble
examination.
an
regrets. My husband is the supreme" in a relationship with
I regret I cannot respond to getting straight answers or have
to
only
wants
kind every woman should have. someone who
every letter I receive, but, due hit a bnck wall. My advice is
I would tell "Mixed-Up" that do what I want to do, go
to sheer volume. I must limit not to be used as a replacehis time will come. Someone where I want to go. eat what
myself to answering letters that ment for appropnate medical care
will cherish what he has to offer. I want to eat, etc. Even the
of interest to the general but as an adjunct to it. An outare
-- HAPPILY EVER AFTER flowers and gifts don't make
public or can provide awareness side, fresh perspective can someup for it.
IN TEXAS
times shed light on a situation
of good causes.
Women don't want gifts -DEAR HAPPILY: Thank
are reading this, you and thus lead to a positive conyou
If
you for sharing your hard- we want a man, a partner. In
must now realize that it is far clusion. I hope that I am that
earned experience with my a real relationship I want to
past the date of your procedure. perspective.
experience
readers and me. I am pleased work as a team,
Whether you are better or not,
your marriage is working out, new things and hear new perbut I would not recommend spectives. It's time for "Mixedthat couples marry after know- Up" to take a look at what
ing each other only five weeks. he is actually bringing to the
I advised "Mixed-Up" to widen table -- or what he's not. -TRACY IN ILLINOIS
DEAR ABBY: I have no
as though all thc cards are in stew
East dealer
desire to be elevated to the
Here is an example
Neither side vulnerable.
Soath winds up in three notrump
In 1986. the experimental airNORTH
status of royalty. What I'm look(NY) Sentinel: the verse, more
By The Associated Press
after East opens the bidding with a
•.1 3
popularly known as "•Twas the plane Voyager, piloted by Dick
ing for is someone who shares
Foday is Tuesday. Dec. 23. the
heart. West leads a spade, taken by
•A 10 6 3
Rutan and leana Yeager, completNight Before Christmas," was later
some of my interests, respects
358th day of 2008. There are
East with the ace. East returns the
4
8
.1
•
non-refunon-stop,
first
the
ed
Moore.
attributed to Clement C.
eight days left in the year.
my strengths and can help me
two of spades to South's king. I low
•K Q92
it
as
flight
round-the-world
eled,
Engelbert
the
1893.
In
should South proceed'?
Today's Highlight in History:
EAST
improve upon my weaknesses
WEST
landed safely at Edwards Air Force
Humperdinck opera "Haensel und
Declarer can count eight top
41A 9 5 2
On Dec. 23. 1968. 82 crew
•Q 10 7 6 4
who functions just
someone
-California.
in
Base
in
tricks — four clubs, three hearts and
919 5 4 2
members of the U.S. intelligence Gretel" was first performed,
his own as I do.
on
well
as
leader
Palestinian
ago:
years
Ten
— and has to obtain a ninth
spade
a
•A K
•96 5 2
Weimar. Germany.
ship Pueblo were released by North
"Mixed-Up" is young yet before East-West gain the lead and
Yasser Arafat freed Hamm spiri+73
+854
In 1908. portrait photographer
Korea. II months after they had
defeat him. It is plain to see that
tual leader Sheik Ahmed Yassin
- probably too young to have
SOUTH
Yousuf K.arsh was born in Mardin
been captured.
South's only hope is to pick up an
•K 8
from house arrest, a move
gotten married. He needs to
in present-day Turkey.
On this date:
the suit
additional tnck in hearts
(a7
Lebanese
Israel.
by
denounced
partas
broadwomen
start looking at
In 1928. the National
In 1783. George Washington
East opened the bidding sloth..
•CO 1073
northIsrael's
attacked
guerrillas
pera
up
ners and not pedestal perchers.
Obviously, East is Our more likely
resigned as commander in chief casting Company set
•A 3106
ern border with rockets, in retalmanent. coast-to-coast network.
to base the jack than West. To cash
I'm sure some women are swept
of the Continental Army and retired
The bidding:
day
a
raid
air
Israeli
an
for
II,
iation
War
In 1941. during World
the K-Q and expect the jack to fall is
North
South West
East
to his home at Mount Vernon.
away by his courtship technique
earlier.
a forlorn hope. But to find West with
3 NT
Pam
American forces on Wake Island
NT
I
I
Va.
while,
a
after
but
initially,
the singleton eight or nine is cerFive years ago: The governsix of spades.
lead
Opening
In 1788. Maryland passed an sutrendered to the Japanese.
lonepedestals become cold and
tainly well within the realm of possiment announced the first suspectIn 1948, former Japanese preact to cede an area "not exceedly. Women who are damaged
There is a vast difference bility.
mier Hideki Tojo and six other ed (later confirmed) case of mad
ing ten miles square" for the seat
Accordingly. declarer cashes the
between playing bridge looking at
or bitter will be distrustful.
disease in United States. A
of the national government: about Japanese war leaders were exe- cow
ace of clubs, plays a club to the nine.
13 cards you were dealt, and
the
only
sentenced
Va..
well-adjusted
Chesapeake.
secure,
in
jury
And
two-thirds of the area became the cuted in Tokyo.
playing bridge with all 52 cards then leads the ten of hearts, planning
to
women will simply not be
In 1967, President Lyndon B. teen sniper Lee Boyd Malso
to finesse if Last t011ows kiss.
District of Columbia.
exposed, as seen in a diagram.
the
him
sparing
prison.
in
life
NOBODY'S
Wises East coven with the jack.
interested. -It is our policy in this column, in
In 1823. the poem "Account Johnson held an unprecedented
penalty.
death
discussing hands, to hold a player South takes the king. noting Vk ith satQUEEN IN N.J.
of a Visit from St. Nicholas" was meeting with Pope Paul VI at the
the fall of West's eight-spot.
isfaction
responsible only for what he is
Vatican.
DEAR ABBY:There's a saypublished anonymously in the Troy
to know and think under Declarer then crosses to dummy with
expected
women
treat
who
men
ing about
normal playing conditions, and not a club and leads the three of hearts.
IEW HI_Li E SOO
113
like princesses. If you worAfter East follows loss. South
for the knowledge he could obtain
ship the ground she walks on,
from seeing all four hands. Nes erthe- finesses the seven to score his welldeserved ninth trick.
Icss, in many deals a player can play
the ground she walks on will
HUNTIN
is not robbery.
exchange
Fair
NORM
-YOU.
Tomorrow:
be
I ecures %).nrch.J.
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Dr. Gott

Dear Abby

ContractBridge

Thai Old Black Magic
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KiESM LOOK
MERE I AM!
V100410001

Crosswords
44 Pleased sigh

ACROSS

L3

CD IVIED I E

L_ IDCF-e)

FtIF

45 Beautify
47 Sledgehammer
50 Gourmet
cheese
51 Colony member
54 Dent
55 Wasn't guilty
56 Box-score
column
57 Trash holder
58 Seminar
59 Drop bait
on water

1 Student stat
4 Doglike
scavenger
9 Elegant
accessory
12 Dell neighbor
13 Gulf nation
14 Tire filler
15 Crestfallen
16 Slangy lady
17 Exchange ideas
18 Keep in stock
20 Soil test datum
21 VCR button
23 Large amount
24 Inured (2 wds
28 Laid up
30 Meant
32 Objective
34 San Francisco
hill
35 Three- — sloth
36 Gigantic
39 1-70
40 Leaflets
41 45 or 78
43 Time thy

i40W CUTE. THE PIZZA

DOWN
1 Family dots
2 Round veggie
3 Down Under
rockers
4 Some power
plants
5 Longings
6 TV statuette
7 Society column
word
8 On —
even keel

DELIVERY GUY WAS CPRES1)E17
AS SANTA
12
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
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MOM ONO 002EI
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MN MOO MOO Om
WOW UOMM
WMUO WOO OMOM
COMO
WM MEM
OM MOM IMMO
OMMOMM 000000
ODOM REMO
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9 Cote cry
10 Sunflower
yield
11 La neighbor
17 Larceny
19 'Look — that''
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r-apsump
Aie
20 m
21 Brawl
22 Baker s supply
24 Confides in
25 Designer label
26 Hen s lack
27 More peculiar
29 Sand mandala
builder
31 Icky stuff
33 Not express
37 Highest
degree
38 Rainwater
pipes
42 Polite addr
ceeye
45 PHiearwit
46 Ancient
ointment
47 XXI times C
48 Shoe width
49 Large vase
50 Keane of
Family
Circus'
52 Bulls org
53 Pointer
55 Elec type
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Friendship is the thread that keeps us all connected.
With warmth and sincerity, we thank you for the gift of yours and
wish you all a very joyous holiday season and a prosperous New Year.
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